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seems to me certain that if we were to accept the implications
of thought, this would at any rate make a difference to the tone
our references to pupils' 'errors'. Our treatment of 'correct' and
(so-called) would become more objective and unemotional, and w
in fact something of the character of a rudimentary sociological
In regard to grammar teaching itself it is perhaps above all o
for teaching it in English to English-speaking children that need r
These were discussed quite recently in THE USE Of ENGLISH in an
article by R. J. Harris (Vol. VI, NO.4): and there is no need fo
capitulate his arguments. I am inclined to agree with him that
place for the study of grammar is the Sixth Form, and I would
to add the following reason to the ones he gave. If our gramm
is to be in accord with the true nature of grammar as a descri
(the 'rules' of which can only be arrived at inductively by a
generalisation from people's actual speech-habits), w, shall fin
involved in problems which are far too subtle and difficult ev
most able of our eleven- to fifteen-year-old pupils. Anyone w
this would do well to study the attempts of modem linguistic
frame a descriptive system which will fit the extremely compl
of modern English-and to ponder the fact that there is still n
hensive grammar of this kind (even at the most advanced le
succeeds in satisfying the experts.
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s~q~ence provide an acceptab
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descnptlon also.
also, some organising
pattem, and ,conclu,Slon.
conclusion. In a description
nee~ed, to give unity
uruty and
an? purpose to the disparate glimpses of
needed.
reactton to a scene or situation, is such a fact
Feeling, the personal reaction
~eing asked to imagine their descriptio
dren can be led to this by being
part of a letter to a pen-friend abroad. What would he wish t
Surely what it feels like to be in the schoolroom-not the sch
empty; but with something going on, and with a strong centre o
~ the
th~ pupils'
pupil~' reactions and feelings, without which the reader can
in
ject himself
Ject
hi~f into
mto the room
roo~, to share its atmosphere. They will usua
thatt this
~s is
15 a more
mo~e promising
p~OnuSlng topic than the bare 'My schoolroom
11 not interested
mterested in
m his own feelings'
is
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h~w to transpose those feelings to the medium of descripti
~ut how
most children. They resort to labelling and to cliche, and in the c
tPc
tP.~ thing
~g being described
describe~ vanishes.
v~ish~s., The aim should be, through
ICrlptlOn, to force the feeling
feelmg irresistibly
lrrCSlStlbly upon the reader.
reader, There is
scription,
at all. This exercise, while tending in children'
to name the
~e feeling
f~eling a:
to over-simplify
ov~-slmplify feelings, can be of great help in focussing and
material to a glven
given end. A useful device for teaching this is anal
of' 'Statues',
the game
g~~ or
'~tatues', in
~ which a person is told to 'freeze' in one
underlining ';lth.
with all his bod~
body the one emotion he wishes to con
w:derlining
WIthout
without n~g It.
it. The pupils are asked to write down in one
their main feeling
fe~ling on considering one of a variety of
topics; they
of'topics;
asked to describe
descn~e their
the~r chosen topic so as to convey that feeling, wh
. must not mentlon
mention directly. Then the sentence first written is cros
. and.
and the.
the description read to the class. The test i~, can the class n
feeling mtendedt
intended, An allied exercise was tried with the compositio
head of this ~cle.
article. 'My schoolroom' (~e
(the description which he
h~d
artlde)
How does it feel to be
article) was wntten
written on the blackboard. 'How
schoolroom,' 'I feel as if I was in prison, sir"
sir I' (General acclaim
not do to be too serious about one's popularity). 'Well then, w
down 6rst, and then ~etybody
evetybody try rewriting "My schoolroom"
do~
convmce
convince me ~at
that that 1S
is ho:w
how you feel. Use the description on the b
far as you can.
can.' The most mteresting
interesting product of this effort was tha
th
writer of the original script, whose revised version was:

It is a big r~m,
room, but there are lots of us condemned to be in it, and that
~
feel cramped like ~a cd!.
cell. It has four windows and a door, but even so you f
IS
is no way out of It.
it. The windows are dirty and covered with wire netting
door never opens unless a bell rings. Over against the wall are
some cupboar
aresome
are locked, but II have seen them open. They have tight rows of books
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extracts! Next.
Next. the
the children
children describe
describe aa scene, and., as is fair, their
extracts!
criticised as the teacher's had been, with such inquiries as 'Wh
meant to feeh Does this sentence make us feel iu' 'What are we
look au Does this sentence guide our eyes towards iu'
the teacher ~as
has been successful, the children will now have gr
If ~e.teache~
descriptive wnnng
writing can be personal, that feeling will give it unity
descnpuve
proper order will force the reader to sense that unity and feeling.
have realised that all descriptive writing has a human participan
the writer himself, and maybe that his reactions to the scene des
no
the most intense part of what is conveyed. The description is not
a camera. But because 'focussing' is more difficult to control i
than 'feeling' is to express, children find it helpful to describe som
a style closely related to narrative: this helps them to organise thei
Thus, for a title, 'A walk along the shore' is better than 'The s
Too much activity in the scene to be described is no help: on
tempted to set a market scene, or a circus, for a descriptive top
fact such complicated scenes make it hard for the child to find
and focus, although a colourful chaos may sometimes be achieved
eral, a simple subject with one aspect predominant and clear we
feeling is best for beginners.
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We are glad to draw attention to this quarterly, published in th
which is likely to have special interest for readers of THE mE OF EN
Designed 'for the interchange of classroom ideas among teacher
position and literature', it contains much material that will be fou
with sixth forms and first-year university students. A recent num
tains an exercise in objective reporting that will help to open eyes
paper practice, an examination of 'The Clerk's Tale', a compariso
and verse passages on similar themes, a lesson in vivid diction, a
material. Exerase
Extrast Exchange has something
something in common with our
Sheets and Useful Lessons.
The annual
~ual subscription
s~bscription is one dollar, or
or 75.
75. 6d.
6d. Subscriptions
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